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ABSTRACT: A new type of all-solid-state polymeric
membrane ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) is developed by
using a nanoporous gold (NPG) film as solid contact. The
NPG film is in situ formed on the surface of a gold wire
electrode by the multicyclic electrochemical alloying/deal-
loying method. The characteristics of the NPG film, such as
the large surface area, high double layer capacitance, and good
conductivity, have been demonstrated by cyclic voltammetry
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The NPG film
offers a well-defined interface between the electronic
conductor and the ion-selective membrane. The NPG film-
based all-solid-state K+ ISE shows a stable Nernstian response
within the concentration range from 10−6 to 10−2 M, and the
detection limit is 4.0 × 10−7 M. The proposed electrode exhibits an improved potential stability with a reduced water layer in
comparison with the coated-wire K+-ISE, which is due to the bicontinuous electron- and ion-conducting properties of the
ionophore-doped polymeric membrane/NPG film interlayer. Unlike the additionally coated intermediate layers as single-use
solid contacts, the in situ formed NPG film as solid contact is reusable. This work provides a versatile method for fabricating the
robust, reliable, and low-maintenance miniaturized ISEs.

Miniaturized ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) represent a
promising field of research and applications in clinical

monitoring and environmental analysis for their compact size,
low cost, and high sensitivity in small sample volume.1 All-solid-
state polymeric membrane ISEs offer an effective way for
electrode miniaturization, due to their elimination of inner
filling solution, convenient storage and maintenance, and ease
of electrode orientation handling,2 as compared to traditional
liquid-contact ISEs.
The coated-wire ISEs, as the original form of all-solid-state

ISEs, are fabricated with the ion-selective membranes directly
casted on the electronic conductors.3 Such sensor configuration
shows potential instability and ill-reproducibility for long-term
use, due to the lack of a thermodynamically well-defined
interface between the electronic conductor and the ion-selective
membrane.4 Additionally, an undesired water layer with about
100 Å thickness under the ion-selective membrane is another
resource of potential drift,5 which unintentionally acts as an
inner filling solution with extremely small volume that re-
equilibrates on each and every change in sample composition
and subsequently influences the boundary potential.6

Both sources of potential instability can be eliminated by
applying a variety of materials as solid contacts, such as
lipophilic redox-active self-assembled monolayers,7 conducting

polymers,8 fullerene,9 three-dimensionally ordered macro-
porous (3DOM) carbon,10 carbon nanotubes,11 graphene,12,13

gold nanoparticles,14 and nanoclusters.15 However, some of
those materials may be not suitable for developing robust
miniaturized ISEs. For example, the fabrication of 3DOM
carbon is complicated and the size of 3DOM carbon is not easy
to miniaturize, although 3DOM carbon-based solid-contact K+-
ISEs exhibits excellent long-term potential stability.10 Multilayer
drop-casting methods are commonly used to prepare carbon-
based nanomaterials as solid contacts.11,12 However, not only
the process is tedious, but also the poor solubility of carbon
materials and the weak adhesion on the electronic conductors
would influence the development of miniaturized ISEs. More
recently, the colloid-imprinted mesoporous carbon with
poly(vinyl chloride) as binder was used to develop solid-
contact ISEs.16 Porous glassy carbon loaded with ionophore
and plasticizer has been designed to develop a solid-contact
Pb2+-ISE with a detection limit at picomolar levels,17 while the
size of porous glassy carbon cannot be freely handled, due to its
hardness and brittleness. Additionally, conducting polymers,
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such as polypyrrole, polyaniline, and poly(3, 4-ethlyenediox-
ythiophene), could be conveniently electrodeposited on the
electronic conductors as solid-contact materials of ISEs.
However, they may suffer from some limitations, such as
light sensitivity,18 remnants of salt from the polymerization
process,19 and the undesired electrochemical side reactions with
redox interferences, dissolved oxygen, and CO2.

8 In recent
years, the conducting polymer, poly(3-octylthiophene) (POT),
has been widely used as an ion-to-electron transducer to
develop solid-contact polymeric membrane ion-selective
miniaturized electrodes, due to its highly lipophilicity and low
spontaneous decomposition in comparison with other con-
ducting polymers.20,21 However, the uptake of POT by the ion-
selective membrane limits the potentiometric performance of
solid-contact ISEs.22 Moreover, most of these additional
intermediate layers as solid contacts between the electronic
conductors and ion-selective membranes are not suitable for
reuse, and fresh solid-contact transducers are always required
when changing the ion-selective membranes.
Herein, we report a self-supported gold wire electrode with a

nanoporous gold (NPG) film structure for developing all-solid-
state ISEs. The seamless NPG film is in situ formed on the
surface of the gold wire electrode, which avoids the additional

materials as solid contacts and is easy to miniaturize and reuse.
With the large surface area, good conductivity, and high double
layer capacitance, the NPG film is favorable for developing
stable and reliable all-solid-state miniaturized ISEs. By using K+

as the model, the potentiometric characteristics of the proposed
NPG film-based all-solid-state K+-ISEs are shown.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Reagents and Materials. Valinomycin, sodium tetrakis [3,
5-bis(trifluoromethyl) phenyl] borate (NaTFPB), 2-nitro-
phenyl octyl ether (o-NPOE), and high molecular weight
poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Gold wire (99.999%, 0.25 mm in diameter), zinc
plate (99.99%, 1.0 mm thick, 25 × 25 mm), and zinc wire
(99.99%, 0.5 mm in diameter) were purchased from Alfa Aesar.
All other chemicals were of analytical reagent grade. Deionized
water (18.2 MΩ cm specific resistance) obtained with a Pall
Cascada laboratory water system was used throughout.

Electrode Preparation. A gold wire with 1 cm length and
250 μm diameter was soldered to a copper wire and then sealed
in a glass tube so that the length of the protruded gold distal
end was about 3 mm. After being cleaned by acetone, alcohol,
and deionized water, the homemade gold electrodes were used

Figure 1. Field-emission scanning electron microscopy images of the nanoporous gold films prepared under different electrochemical alloying/
dealloying conditions: (a) the electrolyte, 0.8 M ZnCl2; scan rate, 10 mV/s; cyclic number, 10 cycles; (b) the electrolyte, 1.6 M ZnCl2; scan rate, 50
mV/s; cyclic number, 10 cycles; (c) the electrolyte, 1.6 M ZnCl2; scan rate, 10 mV/s; cyclic number, 10 cycles; (d) the electrolyte, 1.6 M ZnCl2; scan
rate, 10 mV/s; cyclic number, 15 cycles.
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to prepare the NPG films. The multicyclic electrochemical
alloying/dealloying method was applied in a benzyl alcohol
(BA) solution containing ZnCl2 with a three-electrode system
comprising the gold wire electrode as the working electrode, a
Zn wire as the reference electrode, and a Zn plate as the
auxiliary electrode.23 The electrochemical cycles were first
recorded at 120 °C from the open circuit potential to −0.72 V
in order to predeposit Zn on the gold surface and then
repeatedly scanned in the potential range from −0.72 to 1.88 V
(vs Zn). The obtained NPG film-based electrodes were finally
rinsed by benzyl alcohol, ethanol, and deionized water in
sequence.
The K+ ion-selective membrane (ISM) for the all-solid-state

ISEs contained 1.0 wt % valinomycin, 0.6 wt % NaTFPB, 32.8
wt % PVC, and 65.6 wt % o-NPOE. The membrane cocktail
was prepared by dissolving 200 mg of the membrane
component in 1.5 mL of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and applied
by coating the NPG film-based electrodes along their length for
five times at a 10 min interval. The prepared all-solid-state K+-
ISEs were finally left to dry. For comparison, the coated-wire
K+-ISEs were fabricated with the K+-ISM directly casted on the
polished gold wire electrodes. The above prepared electrodes
are denoted as Au/NPG/K+-ISM and Au/K+-ISM electrodes,
respectively.
Apparatus and Measurements. Electrochemical impe-

dance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) were
carried out by using a CHI660C electrochemical workstation
(Shanghai Chenhua Apparatus Corporation, China) in a one-
compartment three-electrode cell where the electrode under
study was used as the working electrode. The reference and
auxiliary electrodes were Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) and platinum
wire, respectively. Potentiometric measurements were per-
formed by the CHI660C electrochemical workstation at 20 ± 2
°C with a double-junction Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference
electrode containing a 0.1 M LiOAc as salt bridge electrolyte in
the galvanic cell: Ag/AgCl(3 M KCl)/0.1 M LiOAc/sample
solution/ISM/NPG film/gold wire electrode. All potentiomet-
ric values were corrected for the liquid-junction potentials
according to the Henderson equation, and the ion activities
were calculated by the Debye−Hückel equation.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of the Au/NPG Electrodes. The NPG
film is in situ formed on the surface of the gold wire electrode
by the multicyclic electrochemical alloying/dealloying method
using a BA solution containing ZnCl2.

23 The mechanism is that
the Au−Zn alloy is formed via the electrodeposition of Zn2+ in
the cathodic potential scan, while subsequently the dealloying
of Zn is performed in the anodic potential scan, thus resulting
in the NPG film with high surface area.23 The morphologies of
the Au/NPG electrodes were characterized by using a field-
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, S-4800,
Hitachi, Japan). As shown in Figure 1, the resulting porous
structures of Au/NPG electrodes are greatly influenced by the
electrochemical alloying/dealloying conditions. Lower electro-
lyte concentrations of ZnCl2 (0.8 M) could cause less Zn
deposited on the Au surface, while faster scan rates (50 mV/s)
would induce inefficient redox Au−Zn alloying/dealloying
reactions. In both cases, the NPG films with low porosities are
formed (Figure 1a,b). A well-defined three-dimensional
bicontinuous nanoporous structure with quasi-periodic nano-
pore channels and Au ligaments (Figure 1c,d) can be obtained

in 1.6 M ZnCl2 at a scan rate of 10 mV/s with more than 10
alloying/dealloying cycles.
CV was performed in 0.5 M H2SO4 to characterize the real

surface areas of the Au/NPG electrodes prepared under
different electrochemical alloying/dealloying conditions. As
shown in Figure 2, a symmetrical cathodic peak appears around

0.93 V, which is due to the electrochemical reduction of gold
oxide. By integrating the charges from the reduction peaks, the
real surface areas of Au/NPG electrodes can be estimated
(inset of Figure 2), according to an in situ method of oxygen
adsorption from solution.24 It is shown that Au/NPG
electrodes exhibit much higher surface areas than that of the
polished gold wire electrode. Additionally, the surface areas of
the Au/NPG electrodes are significantly influenced by the
electrochemical alloying/dealloying conditions, which is in
good agreement with the results obtained by FE-SEM.
It is known that a high surface area can cause an enhanced

electrochemical double layer capacitance under given con-
ditions, according to the equation C = ε0εA/d, where ε0 and ε
are the permeability of free space and dielectric constant of the
medium, A is the plate area, and d is the interplate distance.
Therefore, CV in 0.1 M KCl was performed to investigate the
differences among the electrical double layer capacitances for
the bare gold wire electrode and Au/NPG electrodes. As shown
in Figure 3, all of the cyclic voltammograms show similar
shapes, exhibiting two region characteristics. One is related to
the redox process from −0.5 to 0.1 V, which is attributed to the
oxygen reduction around −0.1 V. Indeed, the reduction peak
decreases after bubbling N2 in the electrolyte solution for 15
min (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The other region is
related to the capacitive process with a near-rectangular shape
from 0.1 to 0.5 V, which is not influenced by the presence or
absence of oxygen (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Similar
behaviors were also observed for single-walled carbon nano-
tubes (SWCNTs) and graphene as solid contacts in all-solid-
state ISEs.25,26 As expected, the electrical double layer
capacitances are found to be enhanced with the increase in
the surface areas of the Au/NPG electrodes. Moreover, the

Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms recorded in 0.5 M H2SO4 for the
bare gold wire electrode (a) and the nanoporous gold film electrodes
(b−e), prepared under the same electrochemical alloying/dealloying
conditions as given in Figure 1a−d. Scan rate, 100 mV/s. Inset:
diagram showing the real surface areas of the bare gold wire electrode
(a) and the nanoporous gold film electrodes (b−e).
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double layer capacitances of the NPG films prepared with more
than 10 alloying/dealloying cycles are found to be not largely
changed. Therefore, considering the preparation efficiency of
the NPG film, the Au/NPG electrode with about 1 μm
thickness of the porous film,23 prepared in BA containing 1.6 M
ZnCl2 at a scan rate of 10 mV/s with 10 alloying/dealloying
cycles, was further investigated.
EIS was performed in 0.1 M KCl to study the interfacial

characteristics of the proposed Au/NPG electrode, including
the internal resistance, charge transfer kinetics, and ion
diffusion process. The impedance spectrum of the Au/NPG
electrode shows a near 90° capacitive line in the low-frequency
region with the absence of a semicircle in the high-frequency
region (Figure 4), which is similar to those of GC or Pt/
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)27,28 and GC/single-walled
carbon nanotubes electrodes.25 This phenomenon indicates
that there are fast interfacial ion- and electron-transfer

processes at the NPG film/solution interface in 0.1 M KCl
and the Au/NPG electrode thus exhibits good conductivity.
The high-frequency intersection with the Z′ axis is highly
dependent on the electrolyte concentration (Figure S2a,
Supporting Information). The processes at the low-frequency
region are seriously influenced by the dc potentials (Edc = 0.2,
0, and −0.2 V) in the presence of oxygen (Figure S2b,
Supporting Information). Surprisingly, at negative potential
(Edc = −0.2 V), the presence of a semicircle in the high
frequency is not observed for the Au/NPG electrode, which is
different from the impedance spectra of SWCNTs and
graphene as solid contacts.25,26 Additionally, the influence of
oxygen on the impedance spectra of the Au/NPG electrode was
studied (Figure S3, Supporting Information). No clear
distinction on the impedance spectra of Au/NPG electrode
was found in the presence and absence of oxygen, which
indicates that the double layer capacitance of the Au/NPG
electrode is not influenced by oxygen, according to the
equation C = −1/(2πf Z″), where f is the frequency and Z″ is
the imaginary part of the impedance. This result is in
accordance with that of the capacitive region of cyclic
voltammograms shown in Figure S1, Supporting Information.

Potentiometric Performance of the NPG Film-Based
All-Solid-State ISEs. Due to its large surface area, good
conductivity, and high double layer capacitance, the NPG film
could offer a well-defined interface between the gold wire
electrode and the ion-selective membrane. Therefore, the
prepared Au/NPG electrode was used to develop a robust and
reliable all-solid-state polymeric membrane K+-ISE. After the
electrode was conditioned in 10−3 M KCl overnight, the
potentiometric response of the Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrode was
measured by successively increasing K+ activities. As illustrated
in Figure 5, the proposed electrode shows a stable

potentiometric response without perturbations or random
noises after each addition, and the response time is less than
10 s, especially at low concentrations. The linear response range
is from 10−6 to 10−2 M KCl with a slope of 54.2 ± 0.7 mV/dec
(n = 3, R2 = 0.9998) (inset of Figure 5). The detection limit
calculated as the interaction of the two slope lines is 4.0 × 10−7

M. Additionally, the reproducibility of the proposed electrode

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms recorded in 0.1 M KCl for the bare
gold wire electrode (a) and the nanoporous gold film electrodes (b−
e), prepared under the same electrochemical alloying/dealloying
conditions as given in Figure 1a−d. Scan rate, 100 mV/s.

Figure 4. Impedance spectra for the bare gold wire electrode (○) and
nanoporous gold film electrode (●) in 0.1 M KCl. Frequency range,
0.3 Hz to 10 kHz; Edc, 0.2 V; ΔEdc, 10 mV. Inset: magnification of the
impedance spectrum of the nanoporous gold film electrode, prepared
under the same electrochemical alloying/dealloying conditions as
given in Figure 1c.

Figure 5. Time-dependent potential response trace of the Au/NPG/
K+-ISM electrode, conditioned in 10−3 M KCl. Inset: calibration curve
for the Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrode. Error bars represent the standard
deviation for three identical electrodes.
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was evaluated by alternatively measuring 10−5 and 10−4 M KCl
(Figure S4, Supporting Information). The standard deviations
of the potential values are ±1.3 mV for 10−5 M KCl and ±1.4
mV for 10−4 M KCl (n = 4), respectively.
The potentiometric selectivity coefficients of the Au/K+-ISM

and Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrodes were investigated by using
the separate solutions method.29 As shown in Table 1, similar

selectivity coefficients are obtained for the Au/K+-ISM and Au/
NPG/K+-ISM electrodes, which are also comparable to their
liquid-contact counterpart. These results indicate that the
selectivity of the proposed all-solid-state K+-ISE is not
influenced by the NPG film attached on the backside of the
K+-ISM.2

Potential Stability. Constant-current chronopotentiometry
has been widely used as a convenient and fast experimental
technique to evaluate the short-term potential stability of the
all-solid-state ISEs.27 In this work, currents of ±1 nA were
applied on the Au/K+-ISM and Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrodes,
and the potential responses were measured in 0.1 M KCl
(Figure 6). According to the Ohm’s law, R = E/I, where E
represents the change of potential and I is the applied current;
the total resistance (R) of the Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrode is
estimated to be about 1.2 MΩ. The potential stability of the
Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrode, derived from the ratio ΔE/Δt, is
28.3 ± 8.0 μV/s (n = 3), which is much lower than that of the

Au/K+-ISM electrode under the same conditions (ΔE/Δt =
293.3 ± 13.0 μV/s, n = 3). The high stability of the Au/NPG/
K+-ISM electrode may be attributed to the bicontinuous
electron- and ion-conducting structure of the ionophore-doped
polymeric membrane/NPG film interlayer. That is, the Au
ligaments of the NPG film offer a continuous pathway for
electron conduction, while ionic conductivity is provided by the
quasi-periodic nanopore channels that are filled with the
ionophore-doped polymeric membrane containing the cationic
valinomycin complexes and the anionic exchanger. The mixed
electron- and ion-conducting property of the ionophore-doped
polymeric membrane/NPG film interlayer is similar to that of
the 3DOM carbon-based solid contact.10

The medium-term stability of the Au/NPG/K+-ISM
electrode was evaluated under the zero current conditions by
continuously monitoring the potential response in 10−3 M KCl
solution for 20 h (Figure S5, Supporting Information). The
obtained potential drift is 425 ± 60 μV/h (n = 3) for all-solid-
state K+-ISE with nanoporous gold as solid contact, which is
lower than those of the carbon nanotube-based solid-contact
Ca2+-ISEs (493 μV/h) and octanethiol modified gold nano-
particle-based solid-contact K+-ISEs (660 μV/h).14,30

Effects of O2, CO2, and Light on the Potential Stability.
The presence of O2 and CO2 in the sample solution may cause
some undesirable effects for coated-wire ISEs, since they can
permeate through the ISM to reach the surface of the electronic
conductor. For example, O2 would affect the phase boundary
potential by forming an oxygen half-cell at the surface of
electronic conductor, while CO2 would change the pH of the
water layer between the ISM and the electronic conductor and
subsequently cause the potential drift.10,31 Therefore, the effects
of O2 and CO2 on the potential stability of the Au/NPG/K+-
ISM electrode were investigated by purging the gases in a
stirred 10−3 M KCl for about 30 min. As shown in Figure 7, the
slight potential disturbances are observed upon the introduc-
tion of both O2 and CO2, while after continuously purging the
gases for about 5 min, the potential responses remain almost
constant. Additionally, the effect of light on the Au/NPG/K+-
ISM electrode was investigated by recording the potential
response in a stirred 10−3 M KCl while turning on/off the

Table 1. Potentiometric Selectivity Coefficients, log KK+,J, of
the Au/K+-ISM and Au/NPG/K+-ISM Electrodes, Obtained
by the Separate Solution Methoda

interfering
ions

Au/NPG/K+-ISM
electrode

Au/K+-ISM
electrode

liquid-contact
counterpart29

Na+ −4.67 ± 0.03 −4.05 ± 0.41 −4.50 ± 0.10
Mg2+ −7.84 ± 0.10 −7.89 ± 0.08 −7.50 ± 0.10
Ca2+ −6.70 ± 0.08 −7.01 ± 0.08 −6.90 ± 0.10
Li+ −4.58 ± 0.14 −4.98 ± 0.20 N.D.b

NH4
+ −2.00 ± 0.16 −1.55 ± 0.20 N.D.b

aMean value obtained from three corresponding pairs of concen-
trations of K+ and the respective interfering ions in the measuring
range of 10−1 to 10−2 M ± standard deviation (n = 3). bNot
determined.

Figure 6. Chronopotentiograms for the Au/K+-ISM (dotted line) and
Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrodes (solid line) in 0.1 M KCl. Applied
current, +1 nA for 60 s and −1 nA for 60 s.

Figure 7. Effects of O2 (dashed line), CO2 (dotted line), and light
(solid line) on the potential stability of Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrodes in
10−3 M KCl. The saturation concentrations of both O2 and CO2 in
aqueous solution at room temperature were used.
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ambient light. The potential response was found to be almost
constant during the measurement (Figure 7), indicating that
the NPG film-based solid contact has no light sensitivity.
Water Layer Test. The presence of the water layer between

the ion-selective membrane and the electronic conductor may
cause the long-term potential instability,6 which is due to the
composition change caused by the re-equilibration of ions or
some gases across the sensing membrane, e.g., O2 and CO2.
Therefore, the potentiometric water layer test was performed to
investigate the long-term potential stability of the NPG film-
based all-solid-state ISEs. After being conditioned in 10−3 M
KCl overnight, the Au/K+-ISM and Au/NPG/K+-ISM electro-
des were alternately measured in 0.1 M KCl for 1 h, 0.1 M
NaCl for 3 h, and again 0.1 M KCl for 6 h. As shown in Figure
8, there is a clearly different potentiometric performance

between the Au/K+-ISM and Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrodes. A
positive potential drift is not clearly observed when changing
the Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrode from primary ions (K+) to
interfering ions (Na+). Similarly, a negative potential drift is not
observed within 6 h when changing the proposed electrodes
from interfering ions to primary ions. The results compare
favorably with those obtained for the Au/K+-ISM electrode,
which indicates a reduced water layer is formed between the
nanoporous gold film and the ion-selective membrane.
Reusability of the NPG Film. To demonstrate the

reusability of NPG film, the Au/NPG/K+-ISM electrode was
placed in a stirred THF solvent to remove the ion-selective
membrane and then thoroughly rinsed with ethanol and
deionized water in sequence. The recycled Au/NPG electrode
was again evaluated by CV in 0.5 M H2SO4 to characterize the
real surface area and in 0.1 M KCl to investigate the electrical
double layer capacitance of the NPG film (Figure S6,
Supporting Information). The surface area and the double
layer capacitance of the NPG film are both found to not
significantly change. The K+-ISM was then coated on the
recycled NPG film surface. After the electrode was conditioned
in 10−3 M KCl, the potential response of the all-solid-state K+-
ISE was again investigated (Figure S7, Supporting Informa-
tion). The potential performance of the recycled NPG film-
based all-solid-state K+-ISE is found to be consistent with that
of the freshly prepared NPG film-based K+-ISE, which indicates

that the NPG film is reusable for fabricating all-solid-state
polymeric membrane ISEs.

■ CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates that the in situ formed seamless NPG
film can be used to develop stable and reliable all-solid-state
ion-selective miniaturized electrodes, due to its large surface
area, good conductivity, and high double layer capacitance in
comparison with the bare gold wire electrode. The transducing
principle is based on the bicontinuous electron- and ion-
conducting property of the ionophore-doped polymeric
membrane/NPG film interlayer. The NPG film-based all-
solid-state K+-ISE shows a stable potential response with a
slope of 54.2 mV/dec in the linear range from 10−6 to 10−2 M
and a detection limit of 4.0 × 10−7 M. Compared with the
coated-wire ISE, the NPG film-based K+-ISE has been found to
exhibit an improved potential stability with a reduced water
layer. The seamless NPG film is reusable after removal of the
ion-selective membrane with organic solvents, which offers a
convenient way to save the costs for developing the all-solid-
state ISEs. Unlike the additional intermediate layers as solid
contacts, this work provides an in situ fabrication method for
preparing solid contacts. The proposed NPG film-based all-
solid-state ISEs are promising for miniaturization and mass
fabrication.
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